www.tracdown.co.uk

EASY, COST EFFECTIVE TRACKING FOR YOUR FAMILY
OR BUSINESS USING A SMARTPHONE OR COMPUTER!
KEY FEATURES
DEVICES

TRAC>DOWN supports most protocols and GPS Tracking Devices
in the market.

MOBILE GPS TRACKING SYSTEMS

INTERFACE

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY
IN THE UK BY

Modern fully-featured web interface with both desktop and
mobile-friendly layouts. We also provide native mobile apps for
Android and iOS platforms.
LIVE TRACKING
TRAC>DOWN enables you to view your GPS devices in real-time,
with no delay. We offer various mapping options, including road
maps and satellite imagery. Our large capacity server manages a
wide variety of sensors and additional information supplied via
GPS units.
ALERTS
Our software provides you with instant web notifications or email
and SMS reports. Warning you immediately of important issue
including harsh driving behaviour, speeding and excessive fuel
and maintenance events, geo-fencing, and many other types of
alerts.
REPORTING / HISTORY / PLAYBACK
Simple location history, trip, chart, and summary reports. You can
view data directly on the web or mobile app and export and
download an Excel file. History can also be projected on the map
providing a detailed visual representation.
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Product details may be subject to change.

www.tracdown.co.uk
If you have a tracking solution requirement that requires an affordable and technically advanced software
application then TRAC>DOWN is now your option of choice. Simple to operate via the TRAC>DOWN website or
a quickly installed app it is available for both iPhones and android mobile phones.
VEHICLE TRACKING UNITS
We can provide fitted hard wired/magnetic solutions or supply only with full instructions for quick installation into
all types of vehicles. Getting operational couldn’t be simpler - insert a Sim card of your choice, supply us with that
mobile number and it is instantly uploaded onto the TRAC>DOWN website. We then issue you with a secure
personal password and login details and then you are good to go! TRAC>DOWN is cost effective and very
affordable with each unit based on a free 1-year subscription.
USING SMARTPHONE TRACKING
Once connected to any mobile network our unique software allows you to track and pinpoint the precise location
of the smartphone in question - anywhere in the world! The TRAC>DOWN app provides you with many other
benefits including checking the location history of each device through to operating in the background without
any indication of running - it automatically operates every time that the phone is restarted without giving any telltale notifications on the unit.
Simply purchase the 1 year subscription for each device then we will send you full instructions on how to
download the app, and get started right away.
CUSTOMISING THE SYSTEM
If you require a specific set up, or have an application in mind you think TRAC>DOWN could help with - why not
give us a call and we will see if we have a solution for you!

TRACK PLANT

TRACK PEOPLE

TRACK DRIVERS

PLEASE NOTE - The TRAC>DOWN system requires a network connection to operate, TRAC>DOWN holds no responsibility for the integrity and
availability of a mobile network supplier.
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